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THE advantages of Linux over other desktop and server
operating systems have been well publicized:

stability, tenure, applications support, and price. One dis-
advantage, apparent during installation, is a
seemingly irrevocable need for the details
and specifications of hardware and com-
ponents. Successful installation of
Linux and a window manager
requires detailed information about
the necessary components. The Be
Operating System (BeOS) from Be,
Inc. (www.be.com) furnishes much
of that needed system configuration
information. Although Microsoft
Windows has many of the same
capabilities, they come at a much
higher price. BeOS is a free download,
and a manual and CD version can be
purchased for half the price of most Linux
distributions, boot managers, or disk partitioning
tools. BeOS also has disk partitioning tools and a professional
looking boot manager.

Newer distributions of Linux are easy to install on new,
pedigreed, name brand vendor platforms, which come
complete with documentation, manuals, technical manuals
on CD-ROM, product labeling, books, technical support web
sites, and specification sheets. On the other hand, if your
network runs Red Hat Linux Version 4 or 5, and contains an
assortment of systems put together using parts and pieces
scrounged from various places, you probably lack docu-
mentation and knowledge of the make, model, origin, age,
manufacturer, compatibility, etc., of the various components.
Some components do not even display the manufacturer’s

name. Installing hardware-dependent Linux, customizing a
kernel, and configuring X-Windows on hybrid machines

made with non-name brand components can be agonizing
and time-consuming. However, you can save time,

money, effort, and frustration because BeOS
provides system configuration information.

BeOS makes the installation, configu-
ration, troubleshooting, maintenance,
and support of Linux desktops much
easier. BeOS versions 4.0 and 4.5
consume only 200MB, including
swap space, and can be installed in
about 10 minutes. BeOS version
5.0, which is now generally available

as a free download, requires 600MB.
BeOS helps with some of the more

agonizing aspects of Linux installation
and X-Windows configuration, including

the following actions:

● detection and display of interface cards
● detection and testing of monitor settings
● troubleshooting of hardware (monitors, graphics cards,

network interfaces, sound cards, keyboards, mice,
modems, etc.)

BeOS also has tools for managing partitions and multiple
boot images that are better than some of the dedicated vendor
products available.

This article will examine BeOS partitioning tools, the
BeOS boot manager, device displays, detecting sound
cards, detecting network interface cards, and testing mon-
itor settings.

Using BeOS to Ease the
Installation, Support and

Troubleshooting of Linux on
Intel Desktops

I nstalling hardware-dependent Linux, customizing a kernel, and configuring X-Windows on
hybrid machines made with non-name brand components can be agonizing and time-consuming.

However, you can save time, money, effort, and frustration by using the Be Operating System
(BeOS), which provides system configuration information.
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BeOS is an excellent tool
for people who install,

support, and troubleshoot
Linux systems and

hardware on Linux systems.
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BEOS PARTITIONING TOOLS

As the following sections will detail, BeOS partitioning tools can
be used either during installation of BeOS, or after BeOS is installed.

Establishing Disk Partitioning During BeOS Installation
When installing BeOS, in the first step you are prompted with

options to set up disk partitions. With BeOS, like most Linux
distributions, you can start the installer, run a partitioning tool
(e.g., Yast, Disk Druid, Fdisk, Lothar, Lizard, etc.), and then exit
without installing the operating system. When BeOS partitioning is
selected (during or after install), the BeOS Drive Setup screen is

displayed, showing all fixed disks and partitions by type, with
options to change and update the partition configuration. Figure 1
shows the first of two BeOS panels used to manage partitions.

(Re-) Partitioning an Existing System After BeOS is
Installed and Running

Once BeOS is installed and running, you can view and update
partitions by selecting “Drive Setup” from BeOS preferences. The
application scans all disks and posts a panel of disk volumes and
partitions. Partition details shown include partition type, start, end,
size, and active status. You can run a disk surface scanner (e.g.,
Windows Scan Disk) from this panel. If you select “Setup” you will
be presented with the screen in Figure 2. Here you can add and
delete partitions, change the size, location, or type of partition, and
view the active status.

The disadvantage of BeOS partitioning is the limited number of
partition types that can be specified. BeOS partitioning supports
definition of only 34 of the more common partitions, which include
various types of DOS, Windows, Linux, BSD, AIX, NeXTSTEP,
Apple, and Novell systems, among others. Linux Fdisk, by comparison,
supports the definition of 78 different partition types, including
some truly obscure names such as Golden Bow, Amoeba, Venix,
and OPUS.

USING “BOOTMAN,” THE BEOS BOOT MANAGER

The BeOS boot manager, aptly named Bootman, can be installed
during BeOS installation, or any time after BeOS is installed.
Upon installation of BeOS, you will be prompted as to whether
you want to install Bootman. Updating Bootman or adding it to a
system after BeOS is installed is accomplished using a series of
Bootman setup menus, which are invoked by typing “bootman”
from a BeOS shell prompt. Regardless of how or when Bootman
is invoked, the same sequence of panels and choices is presented.
Issuing the Bootman command at the BeOS shell command
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This is the first of two screens displayed when adding, deleting, or changing partition
configuration.

FIGURE 1: BEOS “DRIVE SETUP” PANEL 

Selecting the “Setup” tab from the “Drive Setup” panel (shown in Figure 1) produces
this “Partition Manager” screen. This screen is used to add, delete, and resize partitions
and to update partition type.

FIGURE 2: PARTITION MANAGER SCREEN 

This panel shows the type of partition and name displayed at boot time.

FIGURE 3: BEOS BOOT MANAGER SETUP PANEL
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prompt starts installation or update of the BeOS boot manager, as
shown in Figure 3.

The Bootman installation/update panel displays all disk partitions.
Information displayed in these panels includes the partition label,
type of file system, partition identification, and size. Here you can
update such details as partitions to boot, wait time, default partition,
time-out action, and boot menu label name.

BOOTMAN IN ACTION

When a workstation is restarted, the BeOS boot manager presents
a formatted, four-color menu of partitions that can be selected to
boot from. Figure 4 shows the Bootman menu displayed when one
of my workstations is powered up, allowing startup of BeOS or one
of several different Linux distributions, including Red Hat, Debian,
Slackware, or SuSE.
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This frame shows information about a sound card.

FIGURE 5: FIRST OF THREE FRAMES IN THE BEOS DEVICES DISPLAY 

BeOS Partition Manager Menu
>BeOS<
Red Hat
Debian

Slackware
SuSE

Select an OS from the menu

This menu is displayed when a workstation is powered up.

FIGURE 4: BEOS BOOT MANAGER SELECTION MENU 

This frame shows IRQs and memory ranges used by a sound card.

FIGURE 6: SECOND FRAME IN THE BEOS DEVICES
DISPLAY WITH THE “RESOURCES” TAB SELECTED

This information means that the ES1371 module must be added to the Linux kernel to
drive this sound card.

FIGURE 7: THIRD FRAME IN THE BEOS DEVICES
DISPLAY WITH THE “INFO” TAB SELECTED INDICATING
AN ENSONIQ SOUND CARD WITH THE 1371 CHIP SET
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There seem to be two disadvantages of
Bootman. First, boot parameters can not be
passed. If boot parameters are needed,
which is typical with Linux, then LILO (the
Linux boot loader) must be used to boot a
Linux image. In the system shown in Figure
4, each Linux partition has a copy of LILO
installed, with boot parameters coded in
/etc/lilo.config. The second disadvantage of
Bootman is that an existing Bootman menu
can not be edited and changed in place.
Changes are made by recreating the config-
uration from scratch.

HARDWARE RECOGNITION
FEATURES IN BEOS

The hardware and component specifics
needed for a Linux/X-Windows installation
include details about the monitor (pitch,
depth and synchronization rates), as well as
keyboard and mouse type, AGP or PCI
video card, sound card, modem, SCSI
adapter, and network interface card (NIC).
BeOS has a variety of application and
preference tools that report, display and
adjust hardware and configuration informa-
tion needed to install Linux and X-Windows.
The ability to detect sound card chip sets
and to easily test different monitor settings
are especially useful features of BeOS.
These features are especially helpful
when installing older Linux distributions
on systems built from non-name brand
parts and components.

ABOUT THE BEOS 
DEVICES DISPLAY

BeOS has a Devices preference display
option that produces a display of all system,
ISAPNP, PCI, and jumpered devices.
System devices include keyboard, mouse,
DMA, RAM, serial ports, and parallel ports.
This series of panels is similar to the
Windows system device displays. The display
shows IRQs, DMAs, IO ranges, chip set
identification, memory ranges, and more.
Early users of ATA/UDMA controllers with
2.2 kernels will remember that IDE IO
address ranges are sometimes a necessary
Linux boot prompt value to know.

Three panels of information can be
viewed for each device. The Devices panel
shows device name with IRQs, DMAs, IO
ranges, and memory ranges. A mouse click
on either the device name or the “configure”
button in this panel shows further detail,
such as chip set, resources, bus type, card
name, device name, manufacturer, card
identification, resource conflicts, etc. This
information is priceless when configuring a
mouse, keyboards, sound cards, video
cards, and Ethernet cards under Linux.

SOUND CARD RECOGNITION

The Devices display, shown in Figures 5,
6 and 7, shows three panels for each com-
ponent, including Devices, Resources, and
Configuration. The configuration infor-
mation is helpful when tailoring a sound
card under Linux.

The sound card information in Figure 7
indicates a system with a sound card hav-
ing the Ensoniq 1371 chip set, meaning
the ES1371 module must be added to the
Linux kernel.

DETECTING CONFIGURATION
INFORMATION ABOUT NETWORK
INTERFACE CARDS

Since most Linux systems seem to be used
as some kind of server or network operating
system, identifying network interfaces and
the appropriate driver or kernel module is
common and sometimes problematic. The
same sequence of three panels (Display,
Resources and Info) is shown for every
device indicated in the Devices panel,
including Ethernet cards. Selecting Ethernet
on the Devices panel and the Info tab indi-
cates the system (see Figure 8) in this

example has a type 2 Ethernet controller
from Lite-On Communications, Inc. A
search on “Lite-On Communications
Ethernet card” at any Linux site (such as
Slashdot, Freshmeat, SuSE, etc.) will lead
you to information about this NIC, the appro-
priate driver module, and documentation on
how to install that driver.

MONITOR DETECTION AND
ADJUSTMENT

Testing various monitor configurations in
the xf86 configuration file can take time and
become frustrating, especially with older,
non-name brand monitors. Using BeOS to
probe and test monitor settings will equip
the Linux/X-Windows installer with the
required screen settings.

Figure 9 shows the BeOS Screen prefer-
ence display with current settings for syn-
chronization rates, color depth, and pitch
(resolution). These values are easy to set,
change and test. The settings are updated
and tested with a “try-it” button; settings
that work under BeOS will likely work
under Linux/X-Windows.

SUMMARY

BeOS is an excellent tool for people who
install, support, and troubleshoot Linux sys-
tems and hardware on Linux systems. There
is a lot of industry hype about how Linux
will set you free from Windows. However,
be sure to read the installation documenta-
tion from the various Linux distributions;
you will find instructions to use Windows to
probe devices and get the necessary config-
uration information to install Linux. BeOS
does a better job for free. BeOS comes with
useful partitioning tools and one of the
best boot managers I’ve ever used. While
the more recent Linux distributions are
becoming more hardware-friendly, and new
workstations from name brand vendors are
better documented, users running older
Linux distributions on non-name brand
systems or home-built systems will find
BeOS invaluable.

Once in use, you will find BeOS has a
host of other convenient tools, such as a
browser, a mail client, a “poor man’s” web
server, limited network services, C compil-
ers, multimedia tools, and more. There are
office-like applications available for a price
from GoBE. I first started using BeOS to
install and support Linux systems. Lately, I

While the more
recent Linux distributions

are becoming more
hardware-friendly, and
new workstations from
name brand vendors are
better documented, users

running older Linux
distributions on

non-name brand systems
or home-built systems

will find BeOS invaluable.
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find myself working more in the BeOS environment and less in the
Linux environments I support. Linux sets you free from Windows, and
BeOS sets you free from the disadvantages and hardware related con-
straints of Linux. Try it and let me know what you think.  

NaSPA member David Goeke is a contract programmer in Redwood
City, CA. He builds Oracle databases for trial lawyers and can be
contacted via email at nccookiemonster@earthlink.net.
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This panel shows pixel resolution, color depth, and synchronization rate. These values
can be changed, tested, and set from this panel.

FIGURE 9: BEOS “SCREEN” PANEL 

Note that the “Info” tab is selected, indicating a Lite-On Communications Ethernet card.
This information is used to locate the correct device driver and installation instructions.

FIGURE 8: SECOND FRAME IN THE BEOS DEVICES DISPLAY 


